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Sales Price $15,848
Specifications:

Year:  2016  

VIN:  2C3CDZAG2GH202348  

Make:  Dodge  

Stock:  M1678  

Model/Trim:  Challenger SXT  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  Coupe  

Exterior:  [PX8] Pitch Black Clear Coat  

Engine:  Pentastar 3.6L V6 305hp 268ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Black Cloth  

Transmission:  8-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  94,864  

Drivetrain:  Rear Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 19 / Highway 30

**Dominate the Road in Your 2016 Dodge Challenger SXT – A True
Legend of American Muscle**

Step into the world of raw power and undeniable style with this stunning
2016 Dodge Challenger SXT. Coated in a sleek, pitch-black exterior
that captures the essence of its muscular heritage, this Challenger is
more than just a car – it's a statement. With 94,864 miles on the
odometer, this beast has been lovingly cared for and is primed to deliver
the thrilling performance that has become synonymous with the Dodge
name.

**Performance That Commands Respect**

Under the hood lies the heart of this road warrior – the robust Pentastar
3.6L V6 engine, delivering a breathtaking 305 horsepower and 268 ft-lbs
of torque. Paired with an 8-speed shiftable automatic transmission, the
Challenger SXT offers a driving experience that is both exhilarating and
smooth, ensuring that every shift is as seamless as it is satisfying.
Whether you're cruising down the highway or commanding the streets,
the raw energy at your fingertips is undeniable.

**A Cabin That Celebrates Comfort and Style**

Slide into the driver's seat and immerse yourself in an interior that
perfectly balances sportiness with comfort. The black cloth seats are
not only comfortable for long journeys but also echo the Challenger's
athletic vibes. The meticulously designed cabin is your command
center, a place where every control is intuitively placed for your
convenience, allowing you to focus on the pure joy of driving.

**Award-Winning Heritage**

This 2016 Challenger isn't just any car – it comes with a pedigree of
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This 2016 Challenger isn't just any car – it comes with a pedigree of
excellence. With accolades such as Edmunds's Best Retained Value:
Honorable Mention and Top Recommended Coupes, as well as J.D.
Power and Associates's recognition for Initial Quality, APEAL Study,
and Vehicle Dependability, you're not just buying a car; you're investing
in a legacy of performance and reliability. These awards are a
testament to the Challenger's ability to deliver an unmatched driving
experience and long-term satisfaction.

**Manufacturer Options and Packages**

Every aspect of this Challenger SXT has been thoughtfully designed
with the driver in mind. The manufacturer options and packages on this
vehicle were selected to enhance both its performance and its aesthetic,
ensuring that it stands out from the crowd. With these carefully chosen
features, this Challenger is a cut above the rest, offering a driving
experience that is as unique as it is thrilling.

**Your Next Chapter Awaits**

The 2016 Dodge Challenger SXT is more than just a car – it's a key to
a new chapter of adventure. It's a chance to own a piece of American
muscle that's as iconic as it is dynamic. This Challenger isn't just about
getting from point A to point B; it's about the experiences and the stories
you'll create along the way.

Don't let this opportunity pass you by. Embrace the call of the open road
and make this 2016 Dodge Challenger SXT your own. Contact us today
to schedule a test drive and prepare to be captivated by a vehicle that
truly stands in a league of its own. Your legend awaits.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/03/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  

- Front air conditioning zones: dual  - Humidity/dewpoint sensors - Rear vents: second row 

- Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front - Shift knob trim: leather  

- Steering wheel trim: leather - Cargo area light - Cruise control - Power outlet(s): 12V front  

- Power steering - Push-button start - Rearview mirror: auto-dimming 

- Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Compass - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Instrument cluster screen size: 7 in. - Multi-function display 

- Trip odometer - Driver seat power adjustments: 6  - Front seat type: bucket  

- Rear seat folding: split  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  - Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Exhaust: dual tip - Front bumper color: body-color - Mirror color: body-color 

- Rear spoiler: lip - Daytime running lights: LED - Taillights: LED - Side mirrors: heated  

- Spare wheel type: steel  - Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Power windows: safety reverse  - Solar-tinted glass 

- Window defogger: rear

*Est. payment based on vehicle price (excluding taxes and fees) and associated lender rates for qualified buyers, term length and any associated trade-in equity or down payment

Snapshot

2016 DODGE CHALLENGER SXT

Damage reported: minor damage

MINOR MODERATE SEVERE

11 Service history
records

2 Previous owners

Personal
vehicle

94,928 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=2C3CDZAG2GH202348&source=BUP
https://addisonautoplex.com/vehicle/7301244/2016-dodge-challenger-sxt-addison-tx-75001/7301244/ebrochure


from buyer. Contingent upon seller's acceptance of these terms. Terms may vary.
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